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ABSTRACT
The source of stoning, rqjllJ, in Islamic Law literature is an attractive point, and open to
discussion. It is possible to extend this debate up to Second Caliph Umar. The various
form of rj-111 appears throughout the Qur'an, but none of them refers specifically to the
punishment of stoning for adulterers. Around the fourth century of Islam, although
there is no Qur'anic reference to this punishment, a type of abrogation, 11askh, was
reformulated in order to justify that the stoning verse has Qur'anic evidence. However,
the so-called stoning verse was never versified in the Qur'an.
Key Words: Rajm, Stoning, Naskh, the Qur'an, Punishment of Adultery.

RECM CEZASI KUR'AN'DA GİZLİ MİDİR?
ÖZET
İslam Huh.-uk-u literatüründe rectJJ uygulamasının kaynağı her zaman tart1şılan bir
konudur. Bu tartışmayı Hz. Ömer'e kadar götürmek mümh.-ündür. Tartışılan
noktalardan birisi bu uygulamanın Kur'ani referansı üzerindedir. Halbuki, r-c-tJJ
köh.-ünden muhtelif kalıplarda kullanılan bu kelimenin geçtiği hiç bir Kur'an ayeti recm
cezası adıyla taşlayarak öldürmeyi ifade etmez. Ancak, zaten tartışmalı olan nesh konusu
ile ilgi h.-urularak hicri dördüncü asırdan itibaren bir nesh çeşidi ile recm cezasının
kaynağının Kur'an olduğu iddiaları ortaya atılmıştır. Bu araştırmamızda ulaştığımız
neticelere göre, bu tarz bir nesh çeşidi ile Kur'an'da taşlayarak öldürmeyi ifade eden
recm ayetinin varlığını kabul etmek mümh.-ün değildir.

Anahtar kelimeler: Recm, Nesh, Kur' an, Zina
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In the texts of all major schools of Islamic law, rqjm, stoning to death, is
cited as the punishment for adultery. 1 The reliable Hadith collections contain a
couple of narratives in which the command for stoning is attributed to the
Prophet Muhammad in the Medinan period. However, these accounts appear
to challenge Qur'anic verses on the subject, al-Nur (24), 2 which state the
punishment of flogging not the stoning for adulterers. Therefore this question
arises: ''If flogging had been the official penalty for :(jna [adultery] since the
revelation of the flogging verse, and if the Muslims had regularly recited these
verses thereafter, how did the discontinuity set in?"2 Although the Qur'an does
not contain a verse · about stoning, a number of classical commentators,
applying the theory of abrogation, naskh, a method of hermeneutical device for
the Qur'an that evolved in the early period of Islam, maintain that the verse
about stoning is hidden in the Qur'anic text. The theory of the hidden verse
about stoning -as John Burton indirectly implied- is just an interpretive device
of classical period Qur'anic scholars to reconcile the inconsistencies between
Qur'anic verses and Prophetic practices, and these attempts have led to the
reformulation of abrogation · theory in order to justify the stoning verse
beginning from the fourth century of Islam.
"Patricia Crone and Michael Cook point out that Islamic Law maintained
a preference for stoning as the penalty for adultery even though the Qur'an
makes it clear (Q 24:2) that the penalty is flagellation." 3 However, Madigan
argues that "The argument for the authority of the stoning punishment rests
just as much as on smma as they do on q11r'an. The attempt to justify it by

Shafii, Muhammad ibn Idris, ıvfaıvstlat al-ıilldlll ai-Shtifii: al-kitdb al-mm11, ed. Ahmad Badr alDin Hassun, 10 vols. (Beirut: Dıu: Qutaybah, 1996) VII, 496-500; Sıu:akhsi, Kitdb al-mabsüt:
ai-Muhtaıvd ald kutub ziibir al-ıiıvqya li-Mubammad ib11 ai-Hasa11 ai-Shqybd11i a11 Abi Ha,ıifa, ed.
Muhammad Radi al-Hanafi, repı:int of the Cairo edition of 1324-31, 2nd edn, 30 vols. in 15
(Beirut: Dıu: al-Marifa [197-?]) IX:36-39; Ibn Qudama, Muwaffaq al-Din Abd Allah ibn
Ahmad, ai-Mugbm~ ed. Abd Allah ibn Abd al-Muhsin al-Turki, Abd al-Fattah Muhammad alHulw, 15 vols. ( Cairo: Hajr, 1986-1990) XII, 309-310; Sahnun, Abdal-Salam ibn Said, aiMudaıvıl'a/la al-kubrd: li-Malik ib11 A11as ai-Asbabi: JiıvqJ•at Sahmm ib11 Said ai-Tammkhi a11 Abd aiRabma/1 ib11 Qasim, ed. Harndi al-Damıu:dash Muhammad, 9 vols. ( Sayda : al-Maktabah alAsriyah, 1999) VIII, 2439-2444; Ibn Hazm, Abu Muhammad Ali ibn Alırnacl ibn Said, aiMuballd sharb ai-Mrgallti, ed. Alırnacl Muhammad Shakir, 14 in 8 vols. (Beirut: Dıu: Ihya alTurath al-Arabi: Muassasat al-Tarikh al-Arabi, 1997), XIII, 96-99.
Patricia Crone, "Legal Problems Beıu:ing on the Date of the Qur'an " in Tbe Fon11atio11 of
Islamic La11;, ed. Wael b. Hallaq, Ashgate Publishing, Great Britain-USA 2004", p. 88.
Moreover Crone asks ".. . Qur. 24:2, which preseribes flogging for both men and women
guilt:y of unlawful intercourse; but why should they [the lawl'ers] have quarreled over
stoning?" in page 91.
·
Daniel A. :Niadigan, Tbe Qur'a11's Se!f Image: Jl7nlillg a11d Authonfy ıiı Isla!JJ's Scripture,
and Oxford 2001, p. 51, n. 137.
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positing the e:xistence of a 'stoning verse' is really an elaborate to avoid saying
explicitly that smma can abrogate qur'an."4
In classical Qur'anic studies, scholars generally discuss three types of
abrogation relevant to legal issues: (1) complete abrogation, by which both
the text of a verse and its legal authority are removed; (2) abrogation of the
text's legal authority only, while the text itself is kept without any legal
implications; and (3) abrogation of the text only, while its legal force is
maintained. John Burton have worked on this issue repeatedly and clarifıed
the details of the abrogation, naskh, is su e in general. My focus will be on
the third type of abrogation: naskh al-tiltiıva dt/n al-hukJJJ, "abrogation of the
text without sup pressian of the legal force" which is the most debated one. s
This type of abrogation has very few examples and the most comman one is
so-called the stoning verse. According to this category of abrogation, the
legal force of stoning can stand without any reference to it in the Qur'an. In
other words, punishment of stoning is an invisible command of the Qur'an.
Burton provides few examples from the authentic sources regarding
the issue, but he does not clarify the histarical development of the third
type of abrogation. I will examine the topic through histarical development.
Madigan summarizes this issue as follows:
"The key issue arose in sirnations where a Qur'anic text seemed to
contradict a universally accepted customaıT law -for example, the
punishment for adulterers of death by stoning. The punishment given in Q
24:2 is one hundred lashes, yet the majority of the schools of law prescribe
stoning. The authority for this is generally found in Muhammad's own
practice. Y et such would indicate that the smma was capable of overriding a
clear Qur'anic command -a position many legal theorists were not prepared
to accept. So they found their authority for the practice in a verse that is
Madigan, Se!flmage, p. 51, n. 137.
Hibatullah b. Salamah, Nasr ibn Ali al-Baghdadi, ai-Ntisikh ıı•a-al-tJIOJWlkh ft a/Q11rtin al-karim,
ed. Muhammad Amin al-Dinnawi, (Beirut: Dar al-Sharq al-Awsat, 1997), pp. 14-15; Zarkashi,
Muhammad ibn Bahadur, ai-B11rhtiıı ft u/t/I)J a/Qurtin, ed. Muhammad Abu al-Fadl Ibrahim, 4
vols. ([Cairo) :Dar Ihya al-Kutub al-Arabiyyah, 1957-1958), III, 35-39. Supposiıion of the
Qur'an as the source of this theory is not a reliable fact; it is rather a scholarly approach to
the comrnentary of Qur'an by some of the scholars in the formaıive period of Islam. Because
of this reason, there is no consensus about the number of abrogated verses; it varies between
200 and 6. See for details: David S. Powers, "On the Abrogaıion of the Bequest Verses,"
Arabica, T. 29, Fasc. 3 (Sep., 1982), pp. 246-295; John Burton, "The Exegesis of Q. 2: 106
and the Islamic Tbeories of 'naskh: ma nansaklı min aya aw nansaha naıi bi khairin minha aw
mithliha"', Bul/etin of the School of Orimtal and Ajrican Studies, University of London, Vol. 48,
No. 3 (1985), pp. 452-469; John Burton, The Sources of Islamic Lııv: Islalllic Theory ofAbrogation,
Edinburgh, 1990; A. Rippin, "Al-Zuhıi, "Naskh al-Qur'an" and the Problem of Early
"Tafsir" Texts", Bul/etin of the School ofOrieııtal and Ajrican St11dies, University of London, Vol.
47, No. 1 (1984), 22-43.
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not in the official text, but stili carries the weight of Qur'anic authority. This
k:ind of abrogation they referred to as 11askh al-ti/liıva dtlna-1-hllk!JJ,
suppression of the text without suppression of its legal force." 6

The so-called inconsistency between the Qur'an and the Sunna on
the issue was was in early application of this punishment. Caliph Ali b. Abi
Talib (r. 655-661) sentenced Shuraha b. Hamdan to the stoning punishment
during his reign in the fırst century of Islam. He condemned the adulteress
to two penalties, 100 lashes on Thursday, to be followed the next· day by
stoning to death. He explained the execution as follows: "I have applied the
flogging punishment according to the Qur'an, and the stoning sentence
according to the Sunna of the Prophet."7 This wording supply that during
Caliph Ali's rein the hidden verse interpretation was not bom yet.
In the formative period of Islam, the Qur'anic source of the stoning
punishment was not the case. Jurists clid not mention the abrogated stoning
verse in their books. Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798) was silent on the issue. He
gave many detailed reports. of the punishment of adultery by stoning
without any reference to the abrogated stoning verse. 8 Muhammad b. Idris
al-Shafıi (d. 204/820) stated in his legal text, al-Umm1 that the rqjtJi
punishment became a traclition after the execution of Jewish culprits by the
Prophet Muhammad in the early Medinan period.9 Shafıi's interpretation
suggests th~t stoning punishment was borrowed from the Judaic traclition.
However this point was not mentioned loudly in later times, and also, it was
not widely accepted as Shafıi declared.
·
The fırst three authors of abrogation literature, al-Ntisikh ıva almans!lkh genre, in the formative era, Qatada (d. 117 /735), 1o Ibn Shihab alZuhri (d. 123/741) 11 and Qasim b. Sallam (d. 218/838) 12, did not mention
anything about the abrogated stoning verse in their books.

Madigan, Se!fl!llage, p. 32.
al-Nasai, Abd al-Rahman Alırnacl ibn Shuayb, Kitab al-s1111all al-k11brd, ed. Hasan Abd alMunim Shalabi, 12 vols. (Beirut: Muassasat al-Risalah, 2001) IV, 404; Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani,
Shibab al-Din Abu al-Fadl, Fath al-bari bi-sharh ai-B11khali, 13 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Maarif,
1959) XII, 118.
Abu Yusuf, Yaqub b. Ibrahim, Kitab ai-Kharij, (Beirut: Dar al-Marifa, 1979) pp. 162-164.
Shafii, ai-U!11!11, VII, 520.
ıo

ll

Qatada, Daarna al-Sadusi, ai-Nasikh JJJa-al-111a11stikh ft Kitdb Allah Taala, ed. Hatirn Salih
Darnin, in Arbaata k11t11b fi al-11asikh wa-al-111a1wlkh, (Beirut: Alarn al-Kutub : Maktabat alNahdah al-Arabiyyah, 1989).
al-Zuhri, Muharnrnad b. Maslam ibn Shihab, ai-Nasikh ıJJa-al-111a11stlkh ed. Hatirn Salih
Darnin, in Arbaata k11t11b ft al-11asikh ll'a-al-111a11stikh, (Beirut: Alarn al-Kutub: Maktabat alNahdah al-Arabiyah, 1989) See also: A. Rippin, "Al-Zuhri, "Naskh al-Qur'an" and the
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In this period, jurist and hadith compiler Imam Malik (d. 218/795), 13
histarian Ibn Hisham (d. 219/834),14 and other well-known hadith compilers
reported a narrative from Caliph Umar (r. 13-23/634-644) for the source of
the stoning punishment. However, they did not touch on the abrogated
stoning verse in their books. Al-Bukhari (d. 256/870) provides the longest
and the most detailed version of the abrogation of the stoning verse, which
reads -related part- as follows:
" ... Allah sent Muhammad (may peace be upon Him) with the Truth, and
revealed the Holy Book to Him, and among what Allah revealed was the Verse of
the Raja!lJ [sic] (the stoning of married person, male & female) who commits illegal
sexual intercourse, and we did recite this V ers e and understood and memorized it.
Allah's Aposde did carry out the punishment of stoning and so did we after him. I
am afraid that after a long time has passed, somebody will say, 'By Allah, we do
not find the Verse of the RajatJJ [sic] in Allah's Book,' and thus they will go astray
by leaving an obligation which Allah has revealed. And the punishment of the
Rajam [sic] is to be inflicted to any married person (male & female), who commits
illegal sexual intercourse, if the required evidence is available or there is
canception or confession ... " 15

According to Bukhari, Caliph Umar made this declaration about stoning
as a supplement to a much langer Friday serınon he delivered. This serınon was
one of his last before he died, inspired while Umar was making his last
pilgrimage to Mecca, when a man came to him and said, "O Chief of the
Believers! What do you think about so-and-so who says, 'If Umar should die, I
will pledge allegiance to such-and-such person, as by Allah, the pledge of
allegiance to Abu Bakr was nothing but a prompt sudden action which got
established afterwards.' Hearing this, Umar became angry and said, 'Allah
willing, I will stand before the people tonight and warn them against those who

Problem of Early "Tafsir" Texts", Bulletitı qfthe School qfOrimtal andAfrican Studies, University
of London, Vol. 47, No. 1 (1984), pp. 22-43.
12

13

14

15

Abu Ubayd al-Qasim ibn Sallam, a/-Niisikh ıva-al-!lJatısrikh ft ai-Kitiib ıva ai-Smma : aıvwal kitiib
IJJIIsamuifft al-niisikh ıva-ai-!JJatmikh ıva-murattab alii abıviib aJ.fiqh, ed. Mustafa Abd al-Qadir,
(Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah, 2006), pp. 15-16; Imam Sham does not state this type
of abrogation in his books, ai-Risiila and Ahkiilll ai-Qur'iin.
Malik b. Anas, ai-Mmvattii, ed. Muhammad Fuad Abd al-Baqi, 2 vols. (Dar Ihya al-Kutub alArabiyyah, 1951) II, 824.
Ihn Hisham, Abu Muhammad Abd al-Malik, Sira al-Nabi, ed. Muhammad Muhyi al-Din Abd
al-Harnid, 4 vols. (Egypt: al-Maktabah al-Tijariyah al-Kubra 1938) IV, 337.
Bukhari, Muhammad b. Ismail, Sahih ai-Bukhiiri : The translation qf the IJ/eanings qf Sahih aiBukhiiri: Arabic-English, tr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan, 9 vols. (Gujranwala: Talim al-Quran
Trust, 1971)VIII, 539. The same narrative with a slight difference took place in other
collections: M.uslim, Tim1idhi, AM Diiwud, Ibn Mtija, Diirimi, and Alırnacl b. Hanbal's ai-Mrmıad
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want to deprive others of their rights [to rulership]" 16; but Abd al-Rahman b.
Awf suggested to him that it would be better to cope with this issue in Medina,
not' in Mecca. Umar accepted his suggestion and consequently gave his speech
at Medina with this problem in mind. He reminded the cangregation of what
he had done for the sake of the 1/JJliJıa, the Muslim community, and declared
that the stoning punishment was a command by God in His Book.
This narrative of Umar regarding stoning punishment is reported in
hadith collections; but it acidresses and claims the stoning command td be a
Qur'anic verse. Although the stoning command was not in the Qur'an,
Umar argued that the stoning punishment was divine revelation; it was a
command in Kittibullah, the Book of God. And he warned people to follow
this unseen rule of God in His book, or they would go astray.
When, starting from the second part of the third century, this daim
became widely known through hadith collections; most probably scholars
intended to reconcile what Umar stated was God's command with what the
Qur'an ordains regarding the piınishment of adultery. The formerstates that
the punishment should be stoning to death while the latter demands 100
lashes. It seems likely that classkal commentators created the third type of
abrogation theory, abrogation of the text without legal ruling, to reconcile
this disagreement.
While Abu Muslim al-Isfahani (d. 322/934) does not accept any type
of abrogation,t? Abu Jafar al-Nahhas (d. 339/950) was the fust author to
touch upon the hidden verse discourse in his book, ai-Ntisikh wa al-manstikh,
although without citing a specific example of it. He accepts Caliph Umar's
statement reported in the hadith literature as reliable, but he does not
accord it the same level of authority as the Qur'an. 18 Hibatullah b. Salarnalı
(d. 410/1019) is the fust scholar who refers to the hidden verse discourse
and accepts the report of Umar regarding the stoning punishment as an
example of this category of abrogation. 19 Ibn Hazm, (d. 456/1064) an
advocate of abrogation theory, mentions this type of abrogation at the
beginning of his book, ai-Ntisikh ıva al-manstikh; but he does not provide any

16
17

ıs

See for much more details: Bukhari, Sahih, VIII, 537-541.
Cerrahoğlu, !smail. Tifsir US11/ii, Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı yayınlan, No: 3 (Ankara: Turkiye
Diyanet Vakfı Yayinlari, 2004), p. 125. According to Cerrahoğlu, Isfahani takes Qur'anic
verses 41:42 asa reference to his complete rejection of the abrogation (Isfahani, Abu Muslim
Muhanımad b. Bahr,Jtimıit al-taivı11ı~mllhkam al-Tani[/, ed. Sad al-Ansari, Calcutta: 1993).

Nahhas, Abu Jafar Alıroad ibn Muhammad, Niisikh ıva-al-mansükh ft ai-Q11rtin al-ka!ii!J, ed.
Muhanımad Abdal-Salam Muhammad (Kuwait: Mal-ı:aba al-Falah, 1988), p. 61.

19

Hibatullah b. Salamah, ai-Nasikh ıva al-mansıikh, pp. 15-16.
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example of it. 20 These opinions in early sources show that punishment by
stoning had been considered a Prophetic practice until the first half of the
fourth century.
Lack of exact textual reference to the stoning punishment in the
Qur'an is clear and almost there is no dispute on it. The Arabic term rajJJJ
comes from the verb root r/j/ m, which literally means "to throw stones, to
curse, to cast out, and to speak conjecturally." 21 Its different meanings
appear throughout the Qur'an fourteen times, but none of them refer
specifically to the punishment of stoning for adulterers, and no one has cited
these other meanings in relation to the stoning punishment. 22

zo Ibn Hazm, Ali ibn Alırnacl al-Andalusi, ai-Ndsikh ıva-ai-!JJa!1sükh ft ai-Qtmi/1 al-kari!JJ, ed. Abd
al-Ghaffar Sulayınan al-Bandari (Beirut: Dar al-Raid al-Arabi, 1986), 9, 51. According to
Ibn Hazm, the abrogated verses are 33:48 and 52.
21 Lane, Edward Wılliam, A11 Arabic-E11glish Lexico11: derivedfro!JJ the best a11d the most copio11s eastenı
so11rces, Photo-offset of the edition published in London with imprint: Williams and Norgate,
1863-1893, 8 vols. (Beirut: Iibraitie Du Iiban, 1868) III, 1047-1048.
22

(1) The e:x-pressions of rqjim (accursed/rejected) and mjütJJ0/1 (projectiles) occur in relation to
Satan in seven different verses of the Qur'an as noun or adjectival forms. Four of them are
usedas the famous adjective referting to Satan: "ai-Shqytd11 al- rqjitJ!' (Satan the rejected). The
first of these four' is narrated as Hannah's statement, Mary's mother. When Hannah had
delivered Mary, she prayed God to protect her new baby and her offspring from Satan: "imıi
mah11hti bika ıva miu dhtmi.JJatahti mi11 al-shq;,tdu al- rqjim" (I give her into Your keeping. Preserve
her and her offspring from Satan the Rejected) The Qur'an, 3:36. In the second instance,
Satan is referred to as al-rqjim, "the cursed." This verse states that God guards the heavens
against Satan: "ıva hajizutihti miu k11lli shq;,tdıı al-rqji!JJ." [And (moreover) We have guarded them
from every cursed devil] The Qur'an, 15:17. The third verse commands the readers of the
Qur'an to take refuge to God from the cursed Satan while reciting the Qur'an. Accordingly,
Muslims always repeat the formula given by this verse each time when they begin to recite
the Qur'an: 'Ja idhti qarafa ai-Q11rtiua fastaidh billahi mıiı al-shq;'ttiıı al-rqjitJ/' (So when you recite
the Qur'an, seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan) The Qur'an, 16:98. Finally, the
Qur'an atttıbutes itself to the divine source saying: "ıva tJJti hmva bi qa1vli shqytdu al-rqjitJ/' (N or
is it the word of an evil spirit accursed) The Qur'an, 81:25. Thus the term "al-rqjim" is used to
denote Satan's being the rejected and cursed one.The other three use s of r/j/ IJJ occur in a
conversation between Satan and God. When God created Adam, God tempted the
angels to prostrate themselves to Adam. At that time, Satan was stili among the angels
and he refused to prostrate himself before Adam; and thus God said to Satan in two
different verses the same expression: 'Ja iı111aka rqjim" (for thou art rejected, accursed)
The Qur'an, 15:34; 38:77. The last use of r/j/ tJJ does not appear as an epithet, but rather
denotes the projectiles which are thrown at Satan. This expression "mjü!JJ0/1 li ai-Shqytiti11"
(projectiles to drive away the Evil Ones) The Qur'an, 81:25, is different than the usages
above. It is about the objects that are thrown at Satan. As it is shown above some
derivatives of r/j/ 111 are used in connection with Satan in ord er either to deseribe him as
"accursed" and / or "rejected" or to deseribe the "projectiles" that were cast at him;
there is no connection between these expressions and the punishment for adultery: rqjtJJ.
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Although the Qur'an has nothing explicit about punishment by stoning,
some contemporary scholars insist there are indirect references to it; but their
arğument is not as compelling as the statement of the Caliph Umar. 23 His
(2) In this subject, word s with the root r/j/"' are u sed as both nouns and verbs in ord er
to deseribe various threats in seven verses of the Qur'an. Most of these threats were
made by the masses against the Prophets whose stories are told in the Qur'an The verb
form of the r/j/ lll is used in four different verses. In the fırst instance, the people of the
prophet Shuayb threatened to stone him (but never carried out their threat). They used
the fallawing expressian when they m ade the threat: "lorqjo!Jindko" (we would surely stone
you) The Qur'an, 11:91. The next instance involves the story of the Seven Sleepers. Upon
awakening from their lengthy slumber and stili in fear of the persecution of the pagan
Emperor Derius (r. 249-251), they warned one anather not to returo to the public eye
because the pagans would have killed them. They used the fallawing verb form of r/j/111:
')'mjllllllik11111" (they would stone you) The Qur'an, 18:20. The next instance involves the
story wherein the Prophet Abraham's pagan father disowned him; when he cast Abraham out
he alsa issued the threat: "loorjii!Jio/1/ıoka" (I will indeed stone you) The Qur'an, 19:46. The
final usage of r/j/ m in verb form occurs in the chapter called Yasin wherein the people of a
\'İllage threatened the messengers of God by using the same verb in plural form
"lallorjii!Jioımoklm/' (we >\'İli certainly stone you) The Qur'an, 36:18. In all of these cases, it
should be noted that while the threat of stoning was an imminent possibility, the threat was
never acrnally carried out and certainly never referred to anyon e guilty of. the erime of
adultei]'. In addition to the finite verb form, the root r/j/ m als o appears in two verses as a
noun and a_gerund. The first case concerns the story of Noah. After Noah got revelation
from God and brought it to his community, the people rejected his message and threatened
him with the fallawing words: )o N11IJ/I lotoklillomıo lllİli oi-!Jioıjri!Jiiıı" (O Noiıh, you shall most
certainly be of those stoned to death) The Qur'an, 26:116. The second o.ccurrence involves
the story wherein Moses revealed to the Pharaoh and his people that there is only one true
God and that no other gods should be worshipped. The Pharaoh and his people began to
threaten to take Moses' life and he then took refuge in God in an expressian \Vhich ends with
the words "all torjm111i11" (against your injuring me) The Qur'an, 44:20. (3) The last usage of
r/j/ m is an idiomatic one and involves the story of the Seven Sleepers. While in the Christian
ıraelition the number of sleepers is generally established, i. e. "seven," in the Islarnic tradition
the exact number of the sleepers is uncertain. The idiomatic phrase, rqj!Jioıı bi ol-ghqJ•b, used in
the verse that can be translated as "taking a shot in the clark" expresses the uncertainty about
the number of the sleepers. The Qur'an, 18:22. İsmail Acar, ''İslam Hukuh-unda Zina Suçu ve
Cezası Üzerine Karşılaştırmalı Bir İnceleme", unprinted PhD dissertation, DEU, Social
Science Institute, 1999, pp. 147-149.
23

Although the accounts in which the derivatives of r-j-lll are irrelevant to the punishrnent
of rajm, there is a counter interpretation to this statement. Taqi al-Uthmiini (b. 1943, -) does
not accept the hidden verse discourse, but he argues that Malda 43 indicates to the rajm in
the Qur'an. He states that the phrase "[ .. The Torah is ıvith the111 l/lhich cotıfoitıs} Judg!Jimt qf God"'
in this verse, and its occasion of revelation, sobob ol-llliifil which was the stoning cas e of two
Jewish culprits support the idea that Malda 43 have indirect indication for the punishrnent of
adultery, rqj111. (faqi al-Uthmani, Tok!Jiiloh, 2:247) However this opinion has same problems:
First, the Malda chapter was reported to have been revealed at the end of the Medinan
period, and the rajm case of Jewish people took place at the beginning of this period
according to Ibn Hisham, the most famous sira narrator. When narraring the story Ibn
Hisham states that: ''When the Prophet Muharnmad came to Medina ... they [Jews wanted to
ask the Prophet's opinion about the punishrnent of adultery] said send this man and woman
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account in hadith collections is considered the principal source of the argument
for the Qur'an's hidden verse. However, this perception creates another a
hierarchical problem between the Qur'an and the Sunna which is not
reasonable according to Islamic legal theories.24
Besides Caliph Umar's report, there are two other arguments that are
cited in support of the Qur'an's hidden verse regarding the stoning punishment:
the length of the Qur'an's Ahzab chapter, and attempts at recording the hidden
verse into the Qur'an. I will examine these two arguments after further
cliscussing the statement of Caliph U mar on the stoning verse.

The Caliph Umar's Report on the Stoning Verse
Caliph Umar referred in his serınon to the Book of God, Kittib11llah1 to
support the existen,ce of the stoning verse; he clid not quote the Qur'an directly.
According to Islamic theology, all received transmissions -the Torah, the
Gospel, the Psalms, and the Sheets (s11htgin Arabic)- contain the revelations of
God. These, along with other forms of written commands from God, are
considered to comprise the Book of God. 25 Therefore the term ''Book of God"
could be used for the Qur'an, as well as other revealed texts. Umar does not
specifically cite the name of the Book in which the stoning verse is supposed to
exist; while the Prophet, in the case of Jewish adulterers, used the term
'Xitabaka" (your Book [Book of God]) to refer to the Torah, stating that "fa inni
ahkm1111 bi al-Taıvrat" (I judge with the Torah). Thus M. Hamidullah (d.
1423/2002) argues that the phrase ''Book of God" in Umar's serınon would
refer to one of the previous books as the source of the stoning verse, not the
[adulterers] to him and ask his judgment."( Ibn Hislıam, al-Sira, 1:664-665.) Second, this verse
may refer to other judgments of the Proplıet because of the Medina Agreement between
Muslims and Jews. According to this contract the Proplıet was considered as a moderator for
both Muslims and non-Muslims in Medina. Both articles of Medina Agreement 23 and 42 say
that clisputes are to be referred Mulıarnmad: 23 - ''Wlıerever there is anything about whiclı
you cliffer, it is to be referred to God and to Muharnmad (peace be upon him)"; 42 ''\Vlıenever among the people of this document there occurs any incident (clisturbance) or
quarrel from which clisaster for it (the people) is to be feared, it is to be refereed to God and
to the Muharnmad, the Messenger of God (God bless and preserve him). God is most
scrupulous and truest (fulfiller) of what in this document." (Watt, W. Montgomery,
Mllha!Jitllad at Medi11a, London: Oxford University Press, 1966, pp. 223-226.) Jewislı
community might bring him other cases until the end of the agreement in fifth year of
Medinan period, up to the battle ofTrench. For example, in the issue ofblood compensation
between Bani Nadr and Bani Qurayza, they came to the Prophet for his decision, and he
decided on the equal compensation among them, which was not egalitarian before his
judgment. (Ibn Hisham, al-Sira, I, 566.)
24
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Qur'an.26 Umar's general reference without citing a specific chapter of the
Qur'an supports Hamidullah's argurnent.27
Interestingly, none of the congregation, at the Friday prayer at which
Umar spoke, rejected or even discussed Umar's assertion. Rather, according to
the reports below, they all remained silent. This silence could be interpreted in
two ways: Either they were unable to respond to his declaration because they
were consigned to the silence of the Friday prayer;28 or they all simply accepted
what Umar told them. The thirteenth-century hadith scholar Nawawi (d.
686/1287) supports the second explanation for the silence of the congregation,
and concludes that it was evidence of the authenticity of the sto!ıing
punishment as Qur'anic verse. Since there was no rejection of the sermon, it
should be considered ijma~ as representing the cansensus of the congregation.29
However, the :fifteenth-century jurist Ibn al-Humam (d. 861/1457)
opposes Nawa\vi, stating that neither member of the cangregation nor any
companions of the Prophet support Umar's account. Umar's account is only
one weak narrative, zamıi, so "his account alone on the hidden verse discourse
should not be considered strong enough to support acceptance of the stoning
command as a Qur'anic rule. It would be better to accept this account as a
hadith report on the subject, at the secondary level."30 According to Ibn
Humam, it was clear that it was a Prophetic Sunna, not a Qur'anic verse, to

26

Kur'an-ı Ked!IJ Tanöi: Ozelliklen; Tedvim; Turkce ve Bati Dilleniıde
Yapilan Tercumeleri, tr. SaJ!lı Tuğ, Maı::naı:a Üniversitesi İlahiyat Fah.-ültesi Vakfı yayınlan, No:

lviuharnmed Hamidullah,

57, (Istanbul: Marmara Üniversitesi ilahiyat Fah.-ültesi Vakfı [IFAV], 1993), pp. 91-92; Since
the Prophet used the term "Kitab Allah" in the case Jewish e."ecution because of adulteJ:)',
Hamidullah aı:gues that it would be addressing earlier books before the Qur'an. Further,
Patrica Crone states "The stoning penalt:y reflects Pentateutical doctrine, not Midelle Eastern
practice." (Crone, "Legal Problems," p. 87 and footrıote 34).
2i

During caliph Umaı:'s reign the Qur'anic text was considered in the mushaf form, bunch of
papers. The Qur'an as a book form was considered after caliph Uthman's reign.

2B

This declaı:ation took place in the last month of Umaı:'s life. There are a couple of narratives
that the cangregation have dispute with the Claiph Umaı: during his Friday sermon. But these
debates regarding caliph Umaı:'s policy took place at the beginning of his reign, roughly ten
years eaı:lier than this declaı:ation. It is known that caliph Umaı: established more bureaucratic
system than Abu Bakr that it was not easy to dispute with him in his Iate caliphate.

29

30

Muslim b. al-Hajjaj al-Qushayri, Sahih Muslim: bi-sbarb Mul?)'i ai-Dilı ai-Naıvawi, ed. Khalil
Marnun Shiha. 19 volumesin 10 (Beirut: Daı: al-Marifa, 1994), IX, 192.
Ibn al-Humarn, Muhammad b. Abd al-Wahid, Sbarb Fatb al-qadir lil-ijjiz alfaqir, (Bulaq : alMatbaa al-Kubra al-Amiriyya, 1315-1318 [1897-1900]. Beirut: Daı: Sadir, [1972]) V, 230. Ibn
Humarn states, because of the weakness of the Umaı:'s account, Caliph Ali explained that he
applied the rajm punishment as a practice of the Prophet, and did not mention the hidden
verse as a Qur'anic rule.
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which Umar referred. However, Caliph Umar claimed that it was a command
of God in His Book.31
If this was the case, then the stoning command would be Umar's
singular interpretation of what the Prophet Muharnmad applied before the
Qur'anic verse on the subject, which is 100 lashes. Caliph Umar might have
taken a temporary interpretation of the Prophet as permanent. Since he was not
a hiifi=<ı one who knows the entire Qur'an by heart, he might have assumed that
the Prophetic practice of punishment by stoning was a part of the Qur'an.
Narratives in other hadith collections, Abu Dawud's Sunan and
Muwatta, imply that Umar resisted writing the stoning punishment into the
Qur'an because he feared the people would fault him for it. Umar is
reported to have said, "If the people ıvould not have said that Um ar added something
to the Book of God, I ıvott!d have mitten it [the stoning punishment into the
Qur'an]."32 Although this quote certainly provides us with a good reasonfear-for Umar not to include the stoning punishment as a verse, it alone
does not canfırın that the verse existed though its text was abrogated. It
only confırms that Umar was afraid to include it in the Qur'an without
further supporting evidence.
And if we cansicler U mar' s professed fear more deeply, it appears that
there is an inaccuracy in the quotation above. Umar was the second Caliph
of the fırst Islamic state and highly revered and respected by his people.
Anything serious he would have said about the Qur'an would have been
readily accepted by the communit:y. Therefore he had --and knew he
had--nothing to fear from the people had he decided to add the stoning
punishment as a verse. However, if we grant the daim that the verse was
indeed abrogated without legal force by divine revelation, then Umar did
have to fear eternal damnarian-not the fear of the people--for adding
something that had been removed. While this scenario makes sense if it is
conceded that the verse had been abrogated by revelation, it creates anather
dubious contradiction: that Caliph Umar would want to restore something
that the Prophet had removed by command of God.
Although there is no Prophetic report of recording the stoning verse
in the Qur'an fırst and removing it later, narratives do report that Caliph
Umar actually intended to write the stoning verse into the Qur'an. In a
report from Said b. Musayyab, it is said that Umar clearly stated his
Cezası,"

31

Acar, "Zina Suçu ve

p. 151.
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Azimabadi, Muhammad Shams al-Haqq, Aıım al-111abrid: sbarkb S1111a11 Abi Dtiıvrul, ed. Abd alRahman Muhammad Uthman, znd edn. 14 vols. (al-Madina al-Munawwara: Maktaba alSalafiyya, 1968-9) XII, 97-98; Malik b. Anas, a/-Jvfwvattti, II, 826.
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intention to add the rqjJJJ verse: "la katabt11hd fi tikhir al-kitdb" (I would
certainly write it [the stoning verse] at the end of the Book.)33 In Ahmad b.
Hanbel's report there is a more detailed explanation, that Umar wanted to
write it in the margins of the Qur'an, "la katabt11hd fi ndhrya al-nmshafi" (I
would write in the margins of the Qur'an.') 34 While these reports reflect
Umar's intention to record the stoning punishment in the Qur'an, they
show he meant to write it next to the Qur'anic verses, not as one of them. In
early periods of Islam as well as later, writing interpretive and supplemental
notes in the margins, where it was clear they were not the Qur'anic text
itself, was common. 35 Had he intended the verse to be included as Qur'anic
text, he would have cited the chapter in which the stoning verse should
appear.
Moreover, according to the reckoning of most scholars of Islam, the
Qur'an had not yet been transformed into book format during Umar's reign.
Rather it was recorded on loose raw materials: skins, bones, leaves, woods,
and so on. The raw materials. were transferred to paper to create the fırst
Qur'an in book form only after Umar's reign, during the third Caliph
Uthman. 36
If the Caliph Umar had known that the stoning punishment was
ordained by.an original Qur'anic verse, he would have-and should haverecorded the verse in the Qur'an without the need for further
documentation; but he did not do it. When the Qur'an was fırst compiled
during the reign of the fırst Caliph Abu Bakr, Zayd b. Thabit, c ompanion of
the Prophet, at least two witnesses from among the reporters of the
Qur'anic verses were required to testify that the text in question originally
had been written down in Muhammad's presence.37 Umar's statement

33

Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Bari, II, 143.
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Ibn Abd al-Baı:r, Abi Umar Yusuf al-Nimari al-Qurtubi, jaiJii bq;•tiJı al-ilm ıvafadlihi ıva-tJtd
pnbaghift riwqyatihi wa-haiJIIih, ed. Abd al-Ralıman Hasan Mal3mud, 2 vols. (Cairo: 1975, Dar
al-Kutub al-Hadithal3) I, 63-72.

36

Muslims believe that they have only one copy of the Qur'an which goes back to early Islam.
It was compiled in reign of Caliph Abu Bakr, and was copied in the reign of CaliphUthman.
It is a comman perception that the current copies of the Qur'an originate from Utman's
copy; other compilation theories do not have enough evidence. Therefore, Muslims, both
Shii and Sunni, generally speaking, have the same copy of the Qur'an. For further
information about the counter thesis see: John Wansbrough, Q11r'anic St11dies: So11rces and
1VIethods of Script11ral Intetpretation, London Oriental Series, 31 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1977)
A public proclamation required whoever kept any portion of the Qur'an learnt directly from
the Prophet to bring it forward, and to produce two witnesses who would confirm that they

37

b. Hanbal, ai-MIImad, I, 23.
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implies that the verse it refers to was not recorded as a Qur'anic verse in the
presence of the Prophet; therefore, Zayd did not accept it as a Qur'anic
verse. However, there was an exception to this requirement: Zayd accepted
verses 9:128-129 with only one witness.
Khuzayma b. Thabit al-Ansari, companian of the Prophet, stated that
he heard verses Al-Tawba (9), 128-129 of the Taıvba chapter from the
Prophet, and had evidence that they were written in his presence. Zayd
states this situarian as follows: "I started searching in the Qur'an till I found
the last two verses of the Taıvba chapter as witnessed by Khuzayma, and I
could not fınd these verses witnessed by anybody other than him." 38 Stili he
included what Khuzayma brought into the Qur'an without demanding any
other witness. However, while Zayd accepted Khuzayma's daim, he did not
accept Umar's under similar conditions. It was not the case that Umar was
inferior to Khuzayma, but Umar did not have the written evidence that the
verse he wanted included was written in the presence of the Prophet as a
Qur'anic verse. However, classical explanation of this situarian is explained
in the rijtil books of hadith literature as follow: Khuzayma is mentioned as a
man whose testimony is equal to t:wo men. It seerus here that since Umar
was alone in his report, his testimony was not accepted.
But, a hadith report from Aisha, the wife of the Prophet, states that
U mar was not the only witness to refer to this stoning verse. She reported a lost
Qur'anic verse about punishment by stoning. The narrative recounts that "a
sheet on which two verses,39 including the one on stoning, were recorded had
been under Aisha's bedding, and that after the Prophet died, a domestic animal
[dijin] got into the room and gobbled up the sheet while the household was
preoccupied with the Prophet's funeral.' 40 Thus while Umar's account implies
that the stoning verse was not recorded in the Qur'an, but was preserved as a
hidden command, Aisha's report states that it was not a hidden verse, but one

had seen the particular verses in written form during the Prophet's lifetime. (Farid Esack, The
Qur'an: A User's Guide, Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 2005, pp. 85-88.)
38

Mukhsin Khan, Bukhtin- Translation, 6:509; Ibn al-Athir, Izz al-Din Abi al-Hasan Ali b.
Muhammad Abd al-Karim al-Jazri, Usd al-ghtibah ft 111a' rifa al-sahtiba, S vols. (Cairo :] arniyat
al-Maarif, 1869-1871) II, 170-171; Darwaza, Muhammad Izzat, ai-Ttif.rir al-hadith: al-mwar
martabatan hasab ai-/JIIifi~ 12 vols. (Cairo: Isa al-Babi al-Halabi, 1962-64) X, 9.
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Saeed states that the other verse in this text was "related to breastfeeding ('suckling' or rada)'
and it is an example of complete abrogation: recitation and ruling together. (Saeed, Abdullah,
Intepreting the Qur'an: Toıvards Contmporary Approach. London and New York: Routledge, 2006,
p. 79.)
Moderrisi, Hossein. "Early Debates on the Integtity of the Qur'an: A Brief Survey" Studia
Islamica, No. 77 (1993) 5-39, pp. 10-11.
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that was accidentally lost. 41 The report of Aisha implies that the stoning verse
had had written evidence that was lo st in a reckless incident. Although there is a
co'ntradiction in terms of written copy of the stoning verse between these two
accounts, the number of witrıesses reached the necessary level, t:wo, and at least
the second one maintained that the stoning verse was written in the presence of
the Prophet. It seems that the requirements for recording a verse in the Qur'an
became stricter than those applied to Khuzayma. Zayd did not even accept
Umar's and Aisha's records together as proof of a Qur'anic verse. If these two
well-known companions of the Prophet declared that stoning was a Qur'anic
command, Zayd could not be against them; but he was.
One can surmise that Umar tried to convince Zayd that the stoning
command was a Qur'anic verse; but resources did not mention any similar
attempt made by Aisha. She had such a strong character that she did what she
believed even though heı; decisions might lead to huge disagreements and
dashes v;rithin the Muslim communit:y.42 The hadith collections are full of
narratives describing her reproofs of the Prophet's companions and the second
generatian of the :i\{uslim communit:y. If Aisha knew that the hidden verse
discourse were part of the Qur'an, she would have made sure it was .transcribed
in copies of the Qur'an; but she never made any such attempt.
According to the commentatar al-Zamakhshari (d. 538/1143) the
narrative regarding Aisha's account is a fabrication of the Rafıdites, the
Imamate Shi'ites. 43 Most probably, because of al~Zamakhshari's
comnientary, the narrative of Aisha's was not considered as seriously as was
Umar's report in later periods.
Thus, neither Umar's nar Aisha's narratives were suffıcient to convince
Zayd to record the verse alıout stoning as a Qur'anic verse. Since Umar and
Aisha were each alone in their narratives, and the narratives contradict each
other in terms of their recording nature, they are considered in hadith literature
as habar al-ıviihid, individual reports, which are not considered substantial

41

However, according to Moderrisi, Aisha's and Zayd b. Thabit's accounts supported Umar's
account on the subject (Ivfoderrisi, "Early Debates" p. 27)
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Aisha was on the one side of the fust civil war in the history of Islam. She insisted that the
eriminals who killed the third Caliph Uthman should be found and punished immediately
before anything else. However the fourth Caliph Ali who succeeded Uthman was trying to
stabilize the Muslim community first, and then he was planning to punish responsible
culprits. Consequently these t:wo different opinions brought the Muslim communit:y to its
fust civil war, Battle of Camel.
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Zamakhshari, Abi al-Qasim Jar Allah Mahmud ibn U mar, ai-Koshshdf' an haqiiiq al-tanifl ıva
ft ıJ!IIjtih a/-tawi/, ed. Abd al-Mawjud Muhammad Muawwad, 6 vols.
(Riyadh: Maktabat al-Ubaykan, 1998) V, 41-42.
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enough for a new command to be integrated into the Qur'an. According to
Abu Ishaq al-Shatibi (d. 790/1388) "authorities agreed that babar al-ıvcibitl
individual reports, cannot add to or change the Qur'anic judgrnent."44 These
reports, individual narratives, 45 both challenge the Qur'anic punishment of
adultery of 100 lashes.
Although neither Umar' s nor Aisha's accounts of the stoning verse were
taken as reliable enough to warrant recording it as a Qur'anic verse, there are
other reports of the stoning verse as a lost part of the 33rd chapter of the
.
Qur'an, al-Abifib

The Length of the Ahzab Chapter in the Qur'an
One of the most frequent arguments for the existence of a hidden
verse on the stoning punishment in the Qur'an is the daim that the Ahzab
chapter was originally longer, and that the hidden verse was included in it. It
is argued that this chapter of the Qur'an originally had 200, 330-370 verses,
or double the number of verses, before a substantial number of them were
expunged. According to this view, all but 73 verses (this is the current
number in the chapter) were abrogated, and the stoning verse was among
them. That araund two hundred or more verses, a substantial portion of the
Qur'an, were rnissing was realized only by one or two companions of the
Prophet, and none of these few reports is a direct narrative from the
Prophet. This lack of evidence from the Prophet implies that the defenders
of the so-called "longer" Ahzab chapter insisted on their opinion without
relying on solid prophetic tradition. Moreover, this discussion did not arise
in the fırst three centuries of Islam, but in later centuries.
Generally speaking, classical commentators do not discuss the
alternative length of the Ahzab chapter. Some of them do not touch on the
subject at all; some just mention the accounts; and a few of them comment
on relevant reports. In the prefaces of their books, Mugatil b. Sulayınan (d.
150/767), and Ibn Jarir al-Tabari (d. 310/923) do not refer at all to the
previous length of the chapter and the hidden verse as among its verses.
Two famous authorities of the abrogation genre, al-Nahhas and Ibn Hazm,
also do not mention the previous length of the Ahzab chapter, nor any but
two of its numerous abrogated verses, and those two are irrelevant to the

+ı

Al-Sharibi, Abu Ishaq Ihrahim b. Musa, ai-Mmviifaqiitft 11stil ai-Sbariah, ed. Abd Allah Darraz,
Muhammad Abd Allah Darraz, and Abd al-Salam Muhammad, (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub alIlmiyya, 2009), p. 530.
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Yusuf Ziya Keskin, Recm Ce'{flsi: A]'ef ve Hadis Tahlil/eri, (Beyan Yayinlari: Istanbul, 2001), pp.
108-109.
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stoning discourse. 46 The authorities' lack of interest in the previous length
of this chapter creates doubts in the textual abrogation without legal force
df the stoning verse and the chapter's other rnissing verses as well.
While earlier commentators are silent on the subject, their later
counterparts mention the length of this chapter and the rnissing part of it.
Ibn Kathir (d. 775/1373) cites reports of the chapter's previous
length from Alıroad b. Hanbal's (d. 241/855) and al-Nasai's (d. 303/915)
hadith collections, and concludes that the stoning punishment was a
Qur'anic command at the beginning, but its text and judgment were later
abrogated altogether.47 His interpretation eliminates the possibility of the
hidden verse discourse in the Qur'an, an abrogation of the verse as well as
its legal power; while. he defends the Prophetic tradition as the source of the
stoning punishment.
Al-Suyuti (d. 849/1445) cites almost all reports on the subject
without commenting on any of them. 48 In ai-Itqcin ft ~tltim ai-Q11rcin he
concludes that the third type of abrogation of the hidden verse discourse was
intended to reduce the harshness of the stoning punishment for the sake of the
Muslim communit:y. He does not explicitly defend this type of abrogation;
rather he P?ints out its implicit contradictions.49
Although some classical commentators and scholars are interested in
the so-called extra length of the Ahzab chapter without .' identifying the
subjects of its other abrogated verses, 50 their modern period counterparts
are not. Some of them eriticize the fact that only one verse among several
hundred seems to have survived. The fact that the rest of them were lost or
unnoticed calls their existence into question. Modern commentators
consider the hidden verse discourse strange, adding that if there is truth to
it, it would create serious doubt about in the methods of compilation and
preservation of Qur'anic texts.

46

These two verses are 33:48 and 50. al-Nahhas, ai-Nasikh ıva ai-IIIa/ısllkh, p. 625; Ibn Hazm, aiNdsikh ıva a/-!IJaJmikh, IX, 51.
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Ibn Kathir, Abu al-Feda Isınail ibn Umar ibn Katbir al-Qurasbi, Taftir ai-Q11rd11 al-ai[lll, ed.
Sami ibn Muhammad al-Salarnah, 8 vols. (Riyadh: Dar Tibah, 1997) VI, 378.
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al-Suyuti, Jalal al-Din Abd al-Rahman, ai-D1111 al-mauthtir ft al-tafsir bi-al-mathrir, ed. Abd alRazzaq al-Mahdi, 8 vols. (Beirut: Dar Ihya al-Turath al-Arabi, 2001) VI, 492-494.
Al-Suyuti, Jalal al-Din Abd al-Rahman, ai-Itqdu ft ' u/tim ai-Qurd11, ed. Muharnmad Abu alFadl Ibrahim, 2nd edn. (fehran: Manshurat al-Radi, 1984) ID, 86-87.
Ibn Jawzi states that all other verses were abrogated in a night. Ibn Jawzi, Abu al-Faraj Abd
al-Rahman ibn Ali, Nawdsikh ai-Qurdu, ed. Muhammad Aslıraf Ali al-Malabari, 2nd edn. 2
vols. (Jviedina: al-Jamia al-Islamiyyah, 2003) I, 160.
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One of the pre-modern period commentators, Shawkani (d.
1250/1834), mentions almost all reports of the hidden verse at the
beginning of the Ahzab chapter, but he chooses not to comment on them. sı
This may imply either that he is not clear on the subject, or that he cannot
reconcile the narratives to his own ideas on the subject. Al-Alusi (d.
1271/1854) reports from al-Tabarsi (d. 548/1153) that the number of
verses in the Ahzab chapter is 73, and there is a consensus, ij!l1ti, on this
point. Al-Alusi mentions the narratives araund the claimed previous length
of the chapter and the hidden versesz without commenting on them.
Qasimi (d. 1332/1914) mentions Alırnacl b. Hanbal's report from
Ubay b. Ka 'b regarding the hidden stoning verse without commenting on it.
However, he does quote Ibn Kathir's statement that "the stoning verse
existed in the Qur'an, but later both text and judgment were abrogated" as a
strong argument against the hidden verse discourse. However, he adds that,
this complete abrogation thought by Ibn Kathir of the stoning verse is not
reported by reliable sources, so it is open to question. 53
Mawdudi (d. 1399/1979), who presents a wealth of background
information at the beginning of each chapter, does not mention the
previous length of the Ahzab chapter at the beginning of the Ahzab
chapter. He provides at least ten pages of background information about
the chapter and its occasion of revelation; but he is silent about its
supposed previous length. 54
Izzat Darwaza (d. 1404/1984) considers these narratives weak and
without coherent explanation of the previous length of Ahzab chapter. He
quotes from ai-Itqtin by al-Suyuti in which Aisha is said to affırm that
"during the lifetime of Muhammad this chapter was about 200 verses,
although when Uthman collected the Qur'an, she [Aisha] found [the
Qur'an] ~hat was available in his text." Darwaza comments as follows: "It
is a fact that the text of the 'Uthmanic JJJtlshaj was adapted from the text that
was created during the caliph Abu Bakr's reign (10-12/632-634), and there
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Al-Shawkani, Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Muhammad, Path ai-Qadlr: ai-Jami bqy11afomıq;• al-riu'i!J'a
wa-al-diri!J•a lllili ilm al-tqfslr, ed. Samir Khaled Rajab, 5 vols. (Beirut: Dar Ihya al-Turatb alArabi, 1998) IV, 281.
Al-Alusi, Abu al-Fadl Shihab al-Din al-Sayyid Mahmud al-Baghdadi, Rlih al-maanlft tafilr aiQ11ra11 al-' aifm wa-al-sab a/-llJathalli, ed. Ali al-Bari Atiyah, 16 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub alIlmiyah, 1994-1996) XI, 140.
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Al-Qasimi, Muhammad Jarnal al-Din, T qfsir ai-Qasimi, al-mllsall/11/a Iliahasin al-taıvll, ed.
Muhammad Fuad Abd al-Baqi, 17 vols. (Cairo: Dar Ihya al-Kutub al-Arabiyyah 1957-70)
XIII, 4821.
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is no possibility that a big portion of the chapter was lost. [1viorover], Aisha
has a strong intellect in terms of Qur'anic and Prophetic references. It
cannot be reasonable from such a character that she kept her silence alıout
this loss, or that she ignored revealing her objection to it." 55
Although modern scholars oppose the hidden verse discourse, some
sources cite attempts to record the verse in the Qur'an during the formation
period.
.
Recording the Hidden Verse in the Qur'an
\'{fhile the hidden verse discourse depends on weak and contradictory
narratives, the claimed verse on the subject, stoning to death, supposedly ran
thus:

"AI-sqyhkhtt ıva al-shqykhat11 idhti zanqyti jmj11mtihti al-battate naktilan min
Allah ıva Allahu Aif"":(f111 Hakim" (If the shaykh (elderly man) and the shaykha
(elderly woman) commit adultery, stone both of them outright as an
exemplary punishment from God. God is mighty, wise.)56
In addition to the report of U mar' s campaign to institute the verse,. a
debate arose between Marwan b. Hakarn (d. 65/685) and Zayd, the director
of the collection of Qur'anic verses. According to the story, when Zayd was
compiling -fhe Qur'an, he did not include the so-called stoning verse, the
hidden verse. This exclusion led Marwan to ask Zayd: ''Why don't you write
the stoning verse into the Qur'an?" Zayd replied: "No! Don't you see that
married young adulterers are stoned?" 57 Here, he was referring to his
disagreement with the expression "al-shqykh ıva al-shq;•kha" (elderly man and
woman) that refers only to elderly adults, and does not specify whether they
are married or unmarried committers of adultery. And since, according to
later developments in the Islamic tradition, only married adulterers would
be sentenced to stoning, young married adulterers would be stoned as well
as elderly ones; but this expression of the hidden verse does not make this
distinction. Zayd wanted to point out this challenging vagueness. 58 But
55

Darwaza, ai-Tafsirai-Hadith, VIII, 238-239.
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Al-Qurtubi, Abktim ai-Qur'ti11, :1..'VI, 113; Ibn
Mus11ad, V, 132; Madigan, Selflmage, p. 31.
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Marwan was bom in 624, the second year of the hijra. When the Prophet passed away he was
only 8-9 years old. How does a child argue a serious issue with Zayd b. Thabit and Umar in
this age? Probably this debate took place in later period during the Abu Bakr's or Umar's
reign. Moreover, the Prophet exiled his father Hakem to Taif and he came back to Medina
during the reign of the Caliph Uthman, after the death of the Caliph Umar. (Irfan Aycan,
"j\-Iervan b. Hakem" Djymıet Islam A11siklopedisi, XXIX, 225-227)

Katlıir,

T afsir, IV; 466;

Alırnacl

b. Hanbal,

ss The person who had the marriage eı-..-perience in his/her life at least once. Divorced couples
also are considered as married category in Islarnic law.
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Manvan did not accept Zayd's perspective, and since he was not able to
resolve his conflict with Zayd, he went to Umar and informed him of the
dispute. Umar recounted what had happerred when he brought the issue to
the Prophet Muhammad and asked Him to write the verse in the Qur'an.s9
Narratives indicate that Umar (it is not dear whether related to the story
above or not) asked the Prophet at least twice to write down the stoning
punishment in the Qur'an; but the Prophet refused to do so.6o Hadith compiler
al-Nasai recorded the Prophet's response to Umar as "Iii astaf itt," (I cannot do
that).' 61 In anather hadith text, the narrator deseribed the Prophet
Muhamrnad's response to U mar as: ''fa kaannahii kmiha dhiilika," (He seemed to
disapprove of it.) 62 What do these two refusals mean? Why didn't the Prophet
Muhamrnad give orders for the verse to be written down? If it were ttuly a
Qur'anic verse, he easily could have- and would have- ordered a kiitib (scribe)
to record it, as he did often for other Qur'anic verses. Indeed, as the Qur'an
itself explains, the Prophet was required by God to transmit everything that was
revealed to him and to hide nothing. He must have had good reason not to
record U mar' s daim as a verse, since not recording something that was divinely
revealed would have constituted an abandonment of his prophetic duty.63
Therefore, it seems most likely that, except in Umar's or the narrator's mind,
the so-called stoning_ verse simply never existed and never should have been
daimed to exist in the Qur'an.
Now w hile the eviden ce seems to indicate that the stoning command
was never versifıed in the Qur'an at any time, there are some other reports
that daim that the Prophet Muhamrnad orally recited the phrase above.
Indeed, according to one report, Zayd claimed that he heard the stoning
expressian directly from the Prophet, but then he did not write it into the
Qur'an as a verse.64 But if he had heard the expressian as a Qur'anic verse
from the Prophet, he would have writ:ten it into the Qur'an unless he had
ai-Smıan,

IV, 271; Ibn Hajar, ai-Fath al-Bari, XII, 143.

59

al-Nasai,
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For more info about these two reports see: Taqi al-' Uthmani, Muharnmad, Tak111ilat Fath a/1\!Iu/hilll bi-sharh Sahih al-ltJJa!IJ iVftiS!itJJ, 6 vols. (Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 2006) II, 246. He
concludes that these two reports show that the so-called verse was never been in the Qur'an.
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al-Nasai, ai-Smımı, IV, 271.
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Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Bari, XII, 143.
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This command appears in the fallawing passages in the Qur'an: "O Messenger! deliver what
has been revealed to you from your Lord; and if you do it not, then you have not delivered
His message" 5:67; "And if the messenger was to invent any sayings in Our name, W/e
should certainly seize him by his right hand, And We should certainly then cut off the artery
of his heart" TheQur'an, 69:44-46.
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al-Hakim al7Nisaburi, Muharnmad ibn Abd Allah, a/-1\1ustadrak ala a/-Sabihq]'ll ft a/-hadith, 10
vols. in 5 (imprint 1915-1923) VIII, 211.
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been told otherwise by the Prophet. Moreover, Umar's and Aisha's
accounts, mentioned above, would support his recording it into the Qur'an.
But Zayd didn't write it even when Umar asked him to do so, which is to
say that Zayd did not treat the stoning discourse as Qur'anic verse even
with three witnesses, including himself. This leads to the conclusion that
Zayd had ample reason to decide that the stoning punishment should not be
included among the Qur'anic verses. It seems that Zayd considered the
stoning punishment as an individual and contradictory case.
The hidden verse is cited as a hadith, not as Qur'anic verse.65 Few
Qur'anic scholars address the ambiguities and disagreements associated with
the stoning verse. Ibn Hajar, (d. 904/1449), in his Bukhari commentary,
gives both hadith and verse versions of the stoning command. Then he
gives one more exarnple to support the verse version: Usarna b. Sahl's aunt
recounts that 'The Prophet 1\IIHhatJJJJJad recited the verse oj stoning to 11s." Ibn Hajar
concludes that the stoning verse was not recorded because of its literal
contradiction, that there was. an unresolved ambiguity about the origin of
the stoning punishment that Muslim scholars were still arguing. 66 Some of
the scholars were not sure whether it was a verse or a hadith. Histarian and
commentatar al-Tabari wrote that the Prophet Muharnmad applied the
stoning punishment in accordance with earlier revealed texts, but not as a
command of the Qur'an. Al-Tabari concludes that Muslim scholars
disagreed on whether Muhammad intended the stoning punishment to be
mandatory or optional.67
While the custom of writing was not comman at the very beginning
of Islam, the Prophet encouraged his companions to record the Qur'anic
revelations. Most probably to keep revelation from adulteration, the
Prophet asked his companions to record and preserve only the Qur'anic
verses that came through him. To make this point stronger, the Prophet
said: "ff7hoever has ıvritten aJ?)'thingjroJJJ JJJe other than the Q11r'a11 sho11ld erase it. '.ıiB
This prophetic order is interpreted by Nawawi as follows: There was a feai:
65

Muslim, the hadith compiler, reports anather example for the unclearness of statement; some
compilers narrate this phrase as a hidden verse or totally ab~ogated one. "Anas b. Malik
reported Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) as saying: 'If there were two valleys of
gold for the son of Adam, he would long for an- other one. And his mouth will not be filled
but with dust, and Allah returns to him who repents.' Anas adds anather version in the same
chapter 'I heard the Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him) as saying this, but 1 do not
know whether this thing was revealed to him or not, but he said to."' (lvfuslim, Sahib, Kitab
al-Zakat, 37)
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Ibn Hajar, al-Asqalani, Fatb al-Bari, XII, 143.
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Muslim, Sabih, Ki!iib al·ifihd, 17.
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that the words of the Prophet might be confused with the Qur'an. He
meant that the Qur'anic materials and the Prophetic interpretation of them
should not be written on the same place. 69 According to the traditional
view, the Prophet ordered Qur'anic verses to comprise the body of the
Qur'an. He did not permit his companions to record his own speech and
God's, the Qur'anic verses, in the same place. This was exemplifıed in the
case of U mar, when he asked the Prophet to record the s toning punishment
in the Qur'an; but since it was a temporary Prophetic command, and not a
Qur'anic verse, the Prophet did not permit it to be recorded in the Qur'an.
It was probably for this reason that the stoning command was not
recorded among the Qur'anic verses at any time. Umar's wording, "If the
people ıvo111d not have said .... I ıvo111d have ıvritte11 it, " supports this perspective.
After referring to the 57 seribes of the Prophet, one of the contemporary
scholar M. Mustafa al-Azami states, "Based on the total number of scribes,
and the Prophet's custom of summoning them to record all new verses, we
can assume that in his own lifetime the entire Qur'an was available in
written form. " 70 Muslims commonly accept that no one has authorit:y to add
or extract any verse from this Qur'anic copy. In other words, ideally, if this
verse were among the Qur'anic verses, no one could remove it; if it were
not there, no one could insert it. Therefore if it were a Qur'anic verse, a
hidden verse, the third type of abrogation, as is claimed, Umar should have
asked the Prophet not to remove it from the Qur'an. Instead he asked the
Prophet to record it, and the Prophet did not do so because it was not a
Qur'anic verse. It seems that this so-called hidden verse did not have any
Qur'anic base, but Umar wanted strong support for this punishment because of
the circumstances that the Muslim community faced during his reign. 71
According to some accounts, as we discussed above, he ınaintained his
argument even after the Prophet's death.
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Nawawi, ai-Minhij, A.'VIII, 329; Fuat Sezgin, Buhtiri'ııin Kqyııaklan Hakkında Araştımıalar,
Ankara Üniversitesi Ilahiyat Faliiltesi Yayinlari, No:13 (Istanbul: Ihrahim Horoz Basimevi,
1956), pp. 4-5.
Al-Azami, Mubammad Mustafa, The Histor)' of the Qur'anic Text: From ilivefation to CO!lrpilation:
A Co11rparative Stl/(fy ıvith the Old and NeJJJ TesfaiJJeııts, (Leicester: UK Islarnic Academy, 2003), p.
69.
New invasions to wealthy lands, Mesopotarnia, increased the new Muslim community's life
standard and brought new complicated problems from the abroad to the centre. Caliph U mar
separated jucliciary from the executive, and created the pelice department, Ahdath to cope
with new problems. [Shibli Numani, U111ar the Great: The Second Caliph of Islam, tr. Maulana
Zafar Ali Khan [and Mubammad Saleem], (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Aslıraf Press, [1956-57])
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2006), pp. 257-262.
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Earliest sources about the circumstances of the Qur'an's revelation
do not allude to the hidden verse. All narratives about stoning appear in the
hadith literature, which indicates that it was a temporary practice of the
Prophet, based on hadith. Probably the Prophet decided on this practice
based on the circumstances of the times and on law before the fınal
revelation on the subject in al-Nur, (24) 2. Umar perceived it as part of the
Qur'anic revelation and did not want to revise his understanding. n
Along with the many contradictions among the accounts· of the
hidden verse, the hiddei:ı verse discourse created another conflict among
Muslims about preserving the Qur'anic text. It was a common belief among
Muslim scholars and the public that God has guarded, guards, and will
continue to guard the Qur'an from any adulteration, from the time of its
revelation until the End of the Day. The Qur'an, al-Hijr (15) 9, states, "We
bave, ıvitbo11t do11bt, sent domı tbe message; and ıve ıvi/1 asSIIred!J guard it [from
corruption] " thus giving a foundation to this theological opinion. The
assumption of the hidden verse, along with the other missing parts of the
Ahzab chapter, disagrees with this Qur'anic verse.
Thus discussion of the source of stoning command becarrte
problematic in the eyes of early Qur'anic scholars, impelling them to
develop a, new interpretation to resolve the ambiguity and disagreement
between the Qur'anic text and the hadith reports on the subject. This new
interpretation claimed that a verse could be literally abrogated, or expunged,
without losing its meaning and legal force. Madigan deseribes this outlook
as an attempt to reconcile the authority of the Prophetic Sunna and the
Qur'anic verses on the subject of stoning.73 Many companions witnessed
that the stoning punishment was carried out during the time of the Prophet
and fırst four caliphs. Taqi al-Uthmani (b. 1930- ) reports 52 accounts of a
couple of stoning cas es in the fırst century of Islam. 74 These narratives stili
exert a huge pressure on contemporary scholars of the Qur'an seeking a
clear-cut explanation of the stoning issue, and to create a reasonable
interpretation of other Qur'anic verses on the subject.

Conclusion
The hidden verse discourse concerning the punishment of rqj!JJ,
stoning to death for the erime of adultery, has no Qur'anic basis. It was
never versifıed in the Qur' an by the Prophet. While the root r/j/m do es
72

al-Tabari mentions a narrative regarding the source of this verse. According to this report socolled rajm verseisa Biblical origin. (fabari, Taftir, V, 151)
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Madigan, Se!fi"'age, p. 31.
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Taqi al-Uthmani, Tah1Iilat11 Fath ai-J\tflllhi"', I, 249-252.
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occur explicitly in the Qur'an fourteen times, the various usages of this
word do not refer precisely to punishment by stoning for adultery. This lack
of explicit evidence can only lead to the condusion that there is no verse
sanctioning stoning asa punishment for adultery in the Qur'an.
Although the stoning punishment does not appear explicitly in the
Qur'an, some scholars of Islam, beginning in the fourth century, daim that at
one point there was such a verse, but its textual reference was abrogated later.
They daim that it became a command of the Qur'an without any textual
reference to it, a hidden verse, so that its legal force was exerted as an unseen
entity. They stated that a hidden verse is a type of naskh, abrogation, of which
stoning punishment is only one example. Therefore, they argued, the stoning
verse had once appeared in the Qur'an, but it was later abrogated, although its
legal power remained.
Defenders of the hidden verse discourse argue that there are three main
supportive sources: Caliph Umar's report on stoning punishment as a
command from God, Qur'anic verse; the alleged previous length of the Ahzab
chapter (33), with its numerous abrogated verses, of which the stoning verse
was one; and finally, a couple of attempts to record the stoning verse into the
Qur'an. However, the perspective of each of these three sources is flawed.
First, there is no dear and sttong hadith report of the Prophet regarding
the abrogated stoning verse. Only the Caliph U mar stated that it was a Qur'anic
verse, and then only in the course of one of his last sermons regarding potirical
issues and the election process of the new caliph; which weakens the reliability
of this report. This sole and weak narrative, zamu; concerning the hidden verse
was not considered sttong enough to make the stoning punishment acceptable
as Qur'anic up to the fourth century of Islam. Most probably, later attempts at
reconciliation created "the hidden verse discourse" by elevaring this frail
reference with a third type of abrogation theory, textual abrogation without
legal sanction. However, this type of abrogation is the weakest type of
abrogation. Both the weakness of his arguments and the many conttadictions
within it are stacked against the daim of U mar, making it 'impossible' to accept
it as Qur'anic verse.
Second, very few companions of the Prophet confirmed the argument
that the stoning punishment is the sole survivor of around 200 otherwise
unidentifiable abrogated or lost verses from the Ahzab chapter. Therefore
none of the early commentators up to the fourth century accepted this
narrative, and the majority of later commentators cited it only as a spurious
report, or ignored it completely. There is no cansensus regarding the lost part,
but commentators all agree on the number of verses that now comprise this
chapter, which is 73. Early scholars of Islam up to 11 ın century explicitly, and
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majority of them later irnplicitly do not accept the daim of large lost seetion of
this chapter. Thus, the argument of the lost chapter seetion is even weaker than
Umar's daim as concrete evidence of the existence of the hidden verse.
Third, there is no evidence to prove that the stoning verse was recorded
as a Qur'anic verse during the first century of Islam. Neither the Prophet nor
Zayd b. Thabit, the head of the compilation committee, gave an order to record
the stoning punishment as a Qur'anic verse. Although Umar strongly urged the
recording of the stoning command as a Qur'anic verse, the ·Prophet
Muhammad did not grant his request. Since the Prophet did not permit him to
record this punishment asa Qur'anic verse, it follows that no one has a right to
do it. Islamic theology teaches that the Qur'an is under the protection of God.
The hidden verse discourse and reports concerning it go against the teaching.
that stems from verse 15:9: "We have, ıvithout dottbt, setıt do1VIı the nıessage; and ıve
ıvill ass11redfy g11ard it [from corruption])"
None of these three arguments offers concrete evidence to verify that
the stoning punishment was a·Qur'anic verse. And, according to the Qur'anic
point of view, the Prophet had no right to add or change any Qur'anic verse
based on his own or one of his companion's individual desires. It is most
likely that the stoning command came to be considered a Qur~anic verse by
scholars only after the fourth century and only because of the incredible
amount of attention that it received in hadith narratives. However, none of
the interpretations that these later scholars produced is strong enough to
justif}r the stoning commandas a Qur'anic verse.
Therefore, it is reasonable to condude that the argument for literal
abrogation without legal force, which has only one example, that of the stoning
to death of adulterers, is a canception of early Qur'an commentators in their
effort to reconcile the disagreement between Prophetic practice and the Qur'an
concerning the punishment for adultery.
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